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From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Sat Dec 1 11:04:36 2001
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: Free to good home-- NC census microfilm
Message-ID: <B5CC879BABCFD411ABF300B0D068876D033A29EC@HARVARD>
The NC census microfilm has been claimed.

Thanks for your interest.

Arthur
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
Greensboro, NC 27402
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us
http://www.greensborolibrary.org/
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-----Original Message----From:
Erickson, Arthur
Sent:
Thursday, November 29, 2001 4:31 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Free to good home-- NC census microfilm
Folks,
I have recently replaced some of my NC census on microfilm with newer
copies. The old copies which I am offering are of really poor quality.
They are probably not suitable as a primary copy for research. If, unlike
me, you love having duplicates, maybe these rolls would bring you
psychological satisfaction. Or maybe you could use them as a demo for
tour groups to tear apart.
In any event, I will pay postage.

You just need to send me an address.

Here are the rolls in question:
NC 1850 census (4 rolls)
Halifax-New Hanover (part) Counties,
Rutherford-Yancy,
Slave schedules.
NC 1860 census (9 rolls)
All counties, both regular and slave schedules.
NC 1870 census (11 rolls)
Buncombe-Rutherford counties,
Wake-Yancey.
They do not correspond exactly to National Archives rolls. They are
numbered differently and more counties are squeezed onto each roll than is
standard. These 24 rolls are probably equivalent to about 90 National
Archives or Heritage Quest rolls.
Arthur
PS-- A long while ago, I solicited opinions from the list regarding
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microfilm purchases-- silver halide vs. diazo, National Archives vs.
Heritage Quest, etc. I decided to go with Heritage Quest diazo, despite
some bad experiences related to me by folks on the list. I was sort of
holding my breath until we received them, but I am quite satisfied. The
picture quality is fine. If there is a difference in quality between
second and third generation film (NARA vs. HQ), it is small.
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
Greensboro, NC 27402
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us
http://www.greensborolibrary.org/

From diane at kovacs.com Sun Dec 2 20:33:01 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: " International, African-American, Native American and Other
Research on the Internet Part 2 (Web-based Workshop)
Message-ID: <v0422081bb83086afa16c@[192.168.1.14]>

Genealogical

Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 2:
International, African-American, Native American, and ... Web-based Workshop
Sponsored by OHIONET
Register at anytime to work at your own pace summer/fall 2001. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work working with the
instructor and other students
via e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genpart2.html
Register at http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
Overview
In this hands-on Web-based workshop, students will learn to
effectively and efficiently use the Internet for advanced
genealogical research or to assist others in doing advanced
genealogical research.
Knowledge of genealogical research is required.
The focus is on the 'best' Internet resources to use in doing
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research or assisting others in doing genealogical research in these
areas.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people who want to learn about using
the Internet to find high quality, authoritative information for
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research.
The basic genealogical research knowledge and basic Internet

knowledge provided in the free workshop "Beginners Genealogical
Research on the Internet" is assumed. "Genealogy Research on the
Internet Part 1" is recommended.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule
Register at anytime to work at your own pace summer/fall 2001. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work working with the
instructor and other students
via e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is $100 per person.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
Genealogical Research on the Internet -Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman 2001
Free: "Beginner's Genealogical Research on the Internet"
http://www.kovacs.com/genBEGIN.html
Genealogical Research on the Web In Press from Neal-Schuman 2002
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web Training
From diane at kovacs.com Sun Dec 2 20:45:41 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: " International, African-American, Native American and Other
Research on the Internet Part 2 (Web-based Workshop)
Message-ID: <v0422081fb8308975484a@[192.168.1.14]>

Genealogical

Information corrected
Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 2:
International, African-American, Native American, and ... Web-based Workshop
Register at anytime to work at your own pace Winter 2001/2002. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work working with the
instructor and other students
via e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genpart2.html
Register at http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
Overview

In this hands-on Web-based workshop, students will learn to
effectively and efficiently use the Internet for advanced
genealogical research or to assist others in doing advanced
genealogical research.
Knowledge of genealogical research is required.
The focus is on the 'best' Internet resources to use in doing
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research or assisting others in doing genealogical research in these
areas.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people who want to learn about using
the Internet to find high quality, authoritative information for
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research.
The basic genealogical research knowledge and basic Internet
knowledge provided in the free workshop "Beginners Genealogical
Research on the Internet" is assumed. "Genealogy Research on the
Internet Part 1" is recommended.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule
Register at anytime to work at your own pace Winter 2001/2002. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work working with the
instructor and other students
via e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is $100 per person.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs
Free: "Beginner's Genealogical Research on the Internet"
http://www.kovacs.com/genBEGIN.html
Genealogical Research on the Web In Press from Neal-Schuman 2002
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web Training
From diane at kovacs.com Sun Dec 2 20:31:58 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 1 (Web-based Workshop)
Message-ID: <v0422081ab830861f7f94@[192.168.1.14]>
Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 1:
Reference, Documentation, Communication & Travel Web-based Workshop

Register at anytime to work at your own pace Winter 2001/2002. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work with the
instructor and other students via Web, e-mail, and online meetings by
appointment.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genpart1.html
Register at http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
Overview
In this hands-on Web-based workshop, students will learn to
effectively and efficiently use the Internet for genealogical
research or to assist others in doing genealogical research.
Some basic knowledge of genealogical research is required.
The focus is on the 'best' Internet resources to use in doing
genealogical research or assisting others in doing genealogical
research. The Internet is also a tool for communicating and planning
correspondence and travel related to genealogical research.
A new section on genealogical reference interviews for library staff
has been added to this workshop.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people who want to learn about using
the Internet to find high quality, authoritative information for
genealogical research or to assist others in doing genealogical research
Prerequisites
The basic genealogical research knowledge and basic Internet
knowledge provided in the free workshop "Beginners Genealogical
Research on the Internet" is assumed.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule
Register at anytime to work at your own pace Winter 2001/2002. This
Web-based workshop involves individually paced work working with the
instructor and other students
via e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is $100 per person.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:

Diane K. Kovacs
Free: "Beginner's Genealogical Research on the Internet"
http://www.kovacs.com/genBEGIN.html
Genealogical Research on the Web In Press from Neal-Schuman 2002
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web Training
From Smith at ngsgenealogy.org Mon Dec 3 10:29:05 2001
From: Smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: Shelving
Message-ID: <C21B3080F397D511B95200902773C23F01742D@SERVER>
The NGS
in good
We will
willing

Library is looking for a home for steel library shelving. It is all
shape but doesn't all match. Excellent for non-public use areas.
give it away to any library or other interested entity that is
to come and get it. I will provide more details upon request.

I know that most of you are not within the greater Washington area but I am
doing everything I can to get the word out. Thanks for your patience.
Dereka Smith, MLS
National Genealogical Society
1-800-473-0060 ext. 331
4527 17th Street North
Arlington, VA 22207

From hprotos at collier-lib.org Mon Dec 3 10:55:46 2001
From: hprotos at collier-lib.org (Harriet Protos)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: AncestryPlus
Message-ID: <200112031055.AA4653372@MAIL.COLLIER-LIB.ORG>
Our Ancestry.com subscription has run out. Has anyone subscribed to Gale's
AncestryPlus yet? If so, how do you and your patrons like it, and what kind of
pricing did you get from Gale?
Thanks!
Harriet K. Protos
Librarian Supervisor
Reference Department, Headquarters Library
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Avenue
Naples, FL 34102
hprotos@collier-lib.org
Phone: (941) 261-8208, ext. 232
Fax:
(941) 6491293________________________________________________________________
Sent via CCPL WebMail
From Smith at ngsgenealogy.org Mon Dec 3 12:40:34 2001
From: Smith at ngsgenealogy.org (Dereka Smith)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003

Subject: Ancestry
Message-ID: <C21B3080F397D511B95200902773C23F017432@SERVER>
I hope answers to Harriet's question will be posted to the list as I am very
interested in hearing views on this matter and assume that others are as
well. Thanks...
Dereka
From Marla_Gearhart at pem.org Mon Dec 3 13:55:40 2001
From: Marla_Gearhart at pem.org (Marla Gearhart)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: 1810 Census for Essex County, Massachusetts
Message-ID: <mailman.91.1067011650.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Does anyone know why Salem, MA is not included on the 1810 census
microfilm with the rest of Essex County, MA? The National Archives filmed
Essex County in 1960 (micro #253, roll 18). Val Greenwood does not list
the Salem return as missing in his book, and Salem's origins go back to
Roger Conant in 1626.
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Mon Dec 3 13:09:13 2001
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: AncestryPlus
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6400-109640-2001.12.03-11.08.37-GE_LIBRARIAN#MCPL.LIB.MO.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20011203190826062.AAA224.244@mail.mcpl.lib.mo.us>
<color><param>0100,0100,0100</param>Harriet and others,
We subscribe to AncestryPlus. The only difference I see is the
lack of ads. Our patrons have not commented on the different look
and it functions the same as the old version. I can't tell you our
subscription price as that negotiation is done by our Automation
Specialist.
</color>Date sent:
10:55:46 -0500</color>

<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>Mon,

3 Dec 2001

From:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Harriet Protos"
<<hprotos@collier-lib.org></color>
Send reply to:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Harriet Protos"
<<hprotos@collier-lib.org></color>
To:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Librarians Serving
Genealogists" <<genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu></color>
<bold>Subject:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>[genealib]
AncestryPlus</bold></color>
<underline><color><param>0000,8000,0000</param>[ Double-click this line for list
subscription options ]</underline></color>

Our Ancestry.com subscription has run out. Has anyone subscribed to Gale's
AncestryPlus yet? If so, how do you and your patrons like it, and what kind of
pricing did you get from Gale?
Thanks!
Harriet K. Protos
Librarian Supervisor
Reference Department, Headquarters Library
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Avenue
Naples, FL

34102

hprotos@collier-lib.org
Phone:

(941) 261-8208, ext. 232

Fax:
(941) 6491293________________________________________________________________
Sent via CCPL WebMail
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: GE_LIBRARIAN@MCPL.LIB.MO.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
<nofill>
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Mon Dec 3 15:03:02 2001
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: AncestryPlus
Message-ID: <B5CC879BABCFD411ABF300B0D068876D033A29F5@HARVARD>
Folks,
We have not yet subscribed to AncestryPlus, but we are looking into it. I
and other staff in the Reference Division have played around with a free
trial access to the database. We paid particularly close attention to the
census image component of AncestryPlus.
In general, it is not substantially different from Ancestry.com.

Parts of

the search mechanisms are still rather clumsy. For example, there is a way
to limit by geography, yet irrelevant hits still return when geographic
limitations are placed. I suspect that this results from the fact that the
searchable fields in each sub-database are not standardized, so in some
cases geography is searchable, in others it is ignored. That kind of
inflexibility does not seem to have changed yet.
Regarding the census images, I have mixed, mostly positive feelings. The
interface with which the census images are manipulated is weird. It has
some characteristics of an Adobe Acrobat Reader interface. It is not really
intuitive. However, once you figure out which buttons to use to do certain
things, it is works pretty well. The images are clear, they can be
magnified and moved around the screen. Printing the images is not
satisfactory. I was not able to find a way to control what portion of a
census page would be printed. Indexing is incomplete. In some cases, there
are indexes which give a county and page number, and then you have to go
find it. In others, there is no indexing at all-- just browsing page by
page. I did not see any hyperlinks from indexes to the correct census page,
but I think that that is the ultimate goal.
I have real confidence that the Gale Group will make substantial
improvements to AncestryPlus. I think that Gale is well aware that their
prices (for all of their products) are perceived as ridiculously high and
that they have to deliver high quality products if they want to continue to
charge us so much. Ancestry.com is basically an amateur operation. I have
nothing against them-- they provide inexpensive access to a ton of material.
But there is clearly not a single mind or plan behind Ancestry.com that
ensures a level of consistency and quality that librarians crave. I think
that Gale can and probably will rebuild AncestryPlus the way a librarian
might.
As for price, the representative with whom I have been in contact gave me a
base price of $2400. Since we are a library that participates in a
state-wide consortia called NCLIVE (in which Gale is a partner), we
automatically get a 15% discount. Finally, Gale will extend discounted
pricing to libraries who can come to Gale as a consortia. A consortia for
these purposes is five or more libraries. The rep. was unable to give me
even an estimate of what a consortial price would be, but my impression is
that it might be in the $1000 neighborhood. I know that she monitors
Genealib. Maybe she can give us an idea of how consortia pricing works
hypothetcially, although I know that hard numbers will not be forthcoming.
I highly recommend that anyone interested set up a free trial.
and easy to do so.

It is quick

Finally, I have approached some other NC libraries about forming a consortia
for pricing purposes. As far as I know, there are no geographic limitations
on a consortia, so, counting me, we only have four more libraries to go.
Arthur
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
Greensboro, NC 27402
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us

http://www.greensborolibrary.org/
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Our Ancestry.com subscription has run out. Has anyone subscribed to Gale's
AncestryPlus yet? If so, how do you and your patrons like it, and what
kind of pricing did you get from Gale?
Thanks!
Harriet K. Protos
Librarian Supervisor
Reference Department, Headquarters Library
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Avenue
Naples, FL

34102

hprotos@collier-lib.org
Phone:

(941) 261-8208, ext. 232

Fax:
(941)
649-1293________________________________________________________________
Sent via CCPL WebMail

From kossi at lib.williamson-tn.org Tue Dec 4 08:27:50 2001
From: kossi at lib.williamson-tn.org (Kathy Ossi)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: Indexing program
Message-ID: <NEBBIHDFELPAHPCCPDLJOEAHCMAA.kossi@lib.williamson-tn.org>
My library hosts an annual photo exhibit. We would like to index the
programs, but do not have the staff or time to manually tackle the project.
Is there a computer program that will automatically index a document?
Thanks in advance.
Kathy
Kathy J. Ossi
Automation Librarian
Williamson County Public Library
611 West Main Street
Franklin, TN 37064
615.595.1241
fax 615.595.1245
http://lib.williamson-tn.org

From bhill at rbhayes.org Tue Dec 4 14:37:23 2001
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: 215,000 obits indexed!
Message-ID: <3C0D25F3.39531334@rbhayes.org>
Online genealogy gets a boost from Hayes Presidential Center
FREMONT, OHIO - The search for missing branches in your family
tree is quicker than ever thanks to the Hayes Presidential Center. The
addition of an advanced search engine to the Center's online "Obituary
Index" (www.rbhayes.org/index) makes finding information about ancestors
from Northwest Ohio as simple as hitting a few keys on a computer
keyboard.
The Hayes Presidential Center partnered with Networld Online of
Fremont to make the "Obituary Index" available on the Internet. The
genealogical resource is an index to published obituary notices for more
than 215,000 individuals with connections to Sandusky, Erie and Seneca
counties.
Now, the Index has been enhanced with an advanced search option.
The new feature increases the likelihood of finding an ancestor by
permitting searches by maiden name, alternative spellings, or by year.
The index also covers related information such as probate records,
organizational memberships, and, in some cases, marriages. Genealogists
already are
reaping the benefits of the addition.
"Congratulations. You've taken this from being a great tool to
an absolutely super one," wrote a recent "Obituary Index" user from
Michigan.
"What a wonderful source of information your service is. I hope
other family genealogists take advantage, as it can open the door to a
wealth of family history," said a Canadian user.
Under contract with the Hayes Presidential Center, Networld also
created a shopping cart for the database. This makes it possible for
genealogists to order and pay online for copies of full, published
versions of obituaries. The charge is $2.50 per copy. Previously,
out-of-town residents had to send obituary requests and payments by
mail. The shopping cart and secure website make the entire procedure
possible via the Internet.
The "Obituary Index" continues to grow and become more regional.
The Tiffin-Seneca County Public Library is in the process of adding its
database of 100,000 obituaries to it. The beginnings of this project was
made possible by a grant of $5000 from the Seneca County Genealogical
Society, Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society
For more information on the "Obituary Index" call Becky Hill at
419-332-2081. Researchers also are welcome to visit the Library 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Saturday. Admission is free. The Rutherford B. Hayes
Presidential Center includes the Library, the Museum and the
President's home and is located in Spiegel Grove. The main entrance is
at the corner of Hayes and Buckland avenues. The facility is one of 62
sites affiliated with the Ohio Historical Society.

-Rebecca Hill
Co-Head Librarian
Hayes Presidential Center

Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
e-mail: bhill@rbhayes.org
phone: 419-332-2081, ext. 31
fax: 419-332-4952

From jperson at attbi.com Tue Dec 4 15:29:48 2001
From: jperson at attbi.com (Judith Person)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: new e-mail address
Message-ID: <3C0D5C6D.CEEF302F@attbi.com>

our new e-mail address (for Don and Judy Person) is

jperson@attbi.com

From szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us Wed Dec 5 12:19:11 2001
From: szolkowski at co.wake.nc.us (szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: AncestryPlus user
Message-ID: <OF6F859CA7.0B7C4340-ON85256B19.005DE070@co.wake.nc.us>
This fall the Olivia Raney History Library (Raleigh, NC) renewed our
subscription to Ancestry.com, before all the changes occurred.
A Gale
representative came and demonstrated the AncestryPlus product. We were
able to negotiate a transfer of credit for the balance of our original
subscription and we now have the new product.
Our patrons like it. Our only difficulties have been with our County
server and Internet Explorer (the provider on some of our Gates Foundation
donated computers),
interfering with accessing the product, which is OUR
problem not that of the product. On the computers with Netscape Navigator,
we have had no problems.
Each time we have contacted the technical support people at Ancestry, they
have patiently worked through these issues, so all in all, we and our
patrons feel the benefits outweigh our frustrations. We are monitoring the
use and will evaluate the amount of use vs. cost when renewal comes in a
year.
At this time Ancestry Plus is only used in this branch. Our Library
System, however, has other products from Gale and I would like to ask the
other branch managers to include this access to all branches when we renew
those agreements.
At one time, there were suggestions that our North Carolina State Library
try to include a genealogical online service in our statewide online
database package, called NCLIVE. However, NC has had many cutbacks of late
(as many states have), so I am not hopeful of it being included. Another
product proposed for the statewide network was the Sanborn Maps, which are
another valuable tool for genealogists.

Sue Olmsted (formerly Zolkowski)
szolkowski@co.wake.nc.us
Branch Manager / Archivist
Olivia Raney History Library
4016 Carya Drive
Raleigh, NC 27610

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Dec 5 15:35:38 2001
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:30 2003
Subject: Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
Message-ID: <3C0EAF4A.7090102@dcn.davis.ca.us>
The Genealogy and Family
History Internet Web Directory
provides free Worldwide coverage
of Key Internet Genealogy
Resources and Family History
Databases.
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
<http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/%7Evctinney/>
Major changes and adjustments
that have occurred online
since the U.S. tragedy on
September 11, 2001, in the
field of genealogy and family
history research, are reflected
in this current scholarly update.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] - on
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry,
[both editions]

From CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG Thu Dec 6 14:51:54 2001
From: CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG (Leinaweaver, Chad)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: American Libraries
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4502D340@MAIL_NEHGS>
We have extra copies of American Libraries from ALA, that are available to
any who have an interest [vol. 31, no.7-vol. 32 no. 6]. We just ask for
reimbursement for postage. [I shiver at the thought of throwing printed
material into the trashcan that I think some library could find useful].
Please e-mail me directly,
Chad Leinaweaver

Director of User Access Services
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116-3007
(617) 536-5740, ext. 231
cleinaweaver@nehgs.org
http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/>
From heidid at wichita.lib.ks.us Fri Dec 7 11:02:23 2001
From: heidid at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: periodicals needed
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20011207105855.00a75410@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
Hello,
We are trying to fill in a few blanks in our collection and wondered if
someone might have these extras to part with:
New England Historical & Genealogical Register
No. 508, October 1973
No. 509, January 1974
Mayflower Quarterly
Vol. 50 No. 4 (1984)
Vol. 51 No. 4 (1985)
Vol. 61 Nos. 1 and 2 (1995)
Vol. 62 No. 1 (1996)
Vol. 63 Nos. 1 and 2 (1997)
Mayflower Descendant
Vols. 32, 33, 34
Anything after 1987 if it was published then
Thank you in advance.
Heidi Dressler
Wichita Public Library

From scp_sulli at sals.edu Fri Dec 7 15:19:39 2001
From: scp_sulli at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Louisiana Scanning Project
Message-ID: <011207151939.456bd@sals.edu>
From CBARKLEY at vbgov.com Sun Dec 9 19:19:31 2001
From: CBARKLEY at vbgov.com (Carolyn Barkley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Berkshire Genealogist issues
Message-ID: <sc147239.047@SMTPGW.CITY.VIRGINIA-BEACH.VA.US>
I have the following issues of the Berkshire Genealogist available to a 'good
home':
1985:
1986:

Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter

1987:
1988:

Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter
Winter

Carolyn
'At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so.
Thereafter even the barest outline of the past is forgotten,
unless it is recorded in writing..'
John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire
Carolyn L. Barkley
Central Librarian
Virginia Beach Public Library
4100 Va. Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23452-1767
VBgov.com/libraries
757-431-3072

From hprotos at collier-lib.org Mon Dec 10 18:33:17 2001
From: hprotos at collier-lib.org (Harriet Protos)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Possibility of virus W32.Magistr
Message-ID: <000301c181d3$0c191ee0$a2e8bbce@NBREFSTAFF1>
Hi, everyone,
I'm sorry to be the bearer of bad news...although, this only pertains to you
if you are using MS Outlook or MS Outlook Express.
One of our librarians received an email today and opened the attachment,
which was infected with the virus W32.Magistr. It sent itself out to
everyone in her Outlook Address Book, which included me. My Norton AntiVirus
software intercepted the virus and cleaned the files, but as a courtesy I'm
warning all of you that if you received anything today, or receive anything
tomorrow, from my "hprotos@collier-lib.org" email account that includes an
attachment, just delete it without opening it. I doubt I'll have anything
earth-shattering that I need to send out it the next 24 hours to anyone!
The following is from the Symantec Security Response page's "W" index. I've
included the link in case you want to read more. Three related viruses
appear to have the W32.Magistr name, so you might want to read about all of
them. I'm not sure which version caused our problem.
>From the virus definition page: "NOTE: In many cases this virus will "touch"
files and send them out as email attachments. Such files do not contain
viral code and should be considered clean. In such cases it is safe to
delete the file and it would be prudent to inform the sender that their
system has been infected by the virus."
http://securityresponse.symantec.com/avcenter/venc/auto/index/indexW.html
Sorry!
Harriet

Harriet K. Protos
Librarian Supervisor, Reference
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Ave.
Naples, FL 34102
Phone: 941-261-8208, ext. 232
Fax:
941-649-1293
hprotos@collier-lib.org

From lpduffy at earthlink.net Tue Dec 11 06:38:53 2001
From: lpduffy at earthlink.net (Laura Prescott Duffy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Librarians' Day at GENTECH 2002
Message-ID: <B83B5A7D.33F%lpduffy@earthlink.net>
The GENTECH 2002 conference will take place in Boston, January 25-26, 2002.
Once again, Librarians' Day will precede the conference on Thursday, January
24.
Librarians' Day 2002 offers a great selection of topics for anyone who works
with genealogists in a library whether it be public, academic, or private.
The full conference program is also full of interesting and helpful topics
for anyone interested in how technology and genealogy work together.
Highlights of the day include:
- "What You Can Do When Your IT Person Isn't Looking: Computer Tactics for
the Genealogy Librarian" with Chad Leinaweaver
"Automated Databases: Judging Subscription Websites for Value" with Mary
Ellen Grogan
- "The Ideal Library Website for the Genealogical Researcher" with Cyndi
Howells
- "Going Beyond Researching Online in Family History" with Alice Eichholz
- "What Do You Do?" A forum for attendees to share genealogical strategies
and successes from the trenches.
Luncheon, sponsored by Heritage Quest, is included, as well as a special
reception at the Massachusetts Historical Society at the end of the day.
A copy of the Librarians' Genealogy Desk Reference, a 100-page bibliography
published by the Genealogy Outreach project at NEHGS will be presented to
every participant.
Registration for the day is only $75 ($85 after 12/31/01). Complete
descriptions of the topics and further details about Librarians' Day can be
found in the online program brochure, available at www.gentech.org/2002.
Questions may be directed to librarians02@gentech.org. The New England
Historic Genealogical Society is local host for GENTECH 2002 and information
is also accessible from its website at www.NewEnglandAncestors.org.
We're looking forward to seeing many of you in Boston next month!
Laura Prescott Duffy
Director of Membership, NEHGS
Librarians' Day Coordinator, GT02
?

From Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us Tue Dec 11 11:12:42 2001
From: Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us (Susan Kaufman)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Periodicals Available
Message-ID: <sc15ea2d.022@matterhorn.acpl.lib.in.us>
Hello Everyone,
The Genealogy Department of the Allen County Public Library will be making
available in the near future, many, many duplicate periodicals. We are just
beginning our inventory, so please watch the list for offers. Please don't email
me with requested titles, we will be putting them out there for all to see, and for
the price of postage they can be yours.
Watch the list!
Happy Holidays,
Sue Kaufman
********************

Susan D. Kaufman, Librarian
Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
900 Webster St. PO Box 2270
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
219-421-1225
www.acpl.lib.in.us

From cyndihow at oz.net Tue Dec 11 09:42:14 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: NGS Comic Book for Kids -- "Hunting for Your Heritage"
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20011211094210.02295d20@pop3.norton.antivirus>
NGS Comic Book for Kids -- "Hunting for Your Heritage"
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/comic.htm
The National Genealogical Society is proud to offer a new comic book that
introduces children to genealogy - "Hunting for Your Heritage." A full
color adventure story teaches children about ancestors, descendants,
generations and family trees. This fun book includes a blank pedigree chart
and family group sheet that researchers can copy and use. Help sow the
seeds of genealogy by purchasing enough of these comic books to donate to
one classroom at your local school. Great as give aways for tour groups.
Pricing is as follows:
Single copy.......$1.25 each
2-9 copies............ .95 each
10-49 copies........ .63 each
50-99 copies........ .59 each

100+ copies......... .53 each
Shipping is additional-depending on the number of copies ordered, e.g.
Single copy shipping charge is $.75 for first class mail, 100 copies
shipping charge is $4.50 for media mail.
Ordering Information
Societies and Libraries:
Purchase orders may be emailed to bookstore@ngsgenealogy.org, faxed to:
1-703-525-0052, mailed to: NGS Bookstore, 4527 17th Street North,
Arlington, VA 22207 or call: 1-800-473-0060, ext.116. Shipping will be
added to invoice.
All other orders:
Credit Card orders may be faxed to: 1-703-525-0052, mailed to: NGS
Bookstore, 4527 17th Street North, Arlington, VA 22207 or call:
1-800-473-0060, ext.116. Shipping will be added to the charge.
Customers wanting to pay by check should: email bookstore@ngsgenealogy.org
or call 1-800-473-0060, ext 116 to find out exact shipping charges before
sending payment.
Questions? Email bookstore@ngsgenealogy.org.
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/comic.htm
--------------------------------------------National Genealogical Society
4527 17th Street North
Arlington, Virginia 22207-2399
Tel. (703) 525-0050 or (800) 473-0060
Fax (703) 525-0052
E-mail: ngs@ngsgenealogy.org
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org

From cyndihow at oz.net Thu Dec 13 03:40:37 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20011213033559.01e7a590@pop3.norton.antivirus>
Hello all I created a new category for links today. The page is still in the building
phase, so please let me know what I have missed so far.
Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
http://www.CyndisList.com/lib-lending.htm
Also, I would love to include some how-to references on this page. If you
know of anything online that would help genealogists with interlibrary loan
etiquette, forms, pricing, expectations, etc., please send me the URL for
the web page.
Thanks for your help,
Cyndi

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Cyndi Howells
Edgewood, Washington
cyndihow@oz.net
Cyndi's List of Genealogy Sites on the Internet
http://www.CyndisList.com
Frequently Asked Questions
http://www.CyndisList.com/faq.htm

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Thu Dec 13 12:00:16 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-65101-112108-2001.12.13-05.41.44-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0112131152460.11017-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Hello Cyndi,
Two suggestions:
1. For this page and for your general Library & Archives page, organizing
entries by state might be more helpful than alphabetically by title. It
would be helpful when planning research trips or identifying potential
libraries to write to for information.
2. On the Lending page, you might include a brief explanation of why this
is a separate category. I suspect people might find their way to this
page and miss the larger list of libraries. Many institutions (such as
ours) who do not loan materials do participate in the ILL system by
providing photocopies.
As always, the look is clean and well-presented. Thank you again for all
that you do to help us keep up-to-date with online sources!
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004-6896
ph 713-284-1999
kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
On Thu, 13 Dec 2001, Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello all I created a new category for links today. The page is still in the building
phase, so please let me know what I have missed so far.
Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
http://www.CyndisList.com/lib-lending.htm
Also, I would love to include some how-to references on this page. If you
know of anything online that would help genealogists with interlibrary loan

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

etiquette, forms, pricing, expectations, etc., please send me the URL for
the web page.
Thanks for your help,
Cyndi
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
Cyndi Howells
Edgewood, Washington
cyndihow@oz.net
Cyndi's List of Genealogy Sites on the Internet
http://www.CyndisList.com
Frequently Asked Questions
http://www.CyndisList.com/faq.htm
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From cyndihow at oz.net Thu Dec 13 11:10:45 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0112131152460.11017-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.
us>
References: <LYRIS-65101-112108-2001.12.13-05.41.44-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20011213110856.02b229c0@pop3.norton.antivirus>
Karen Both wonderful suggestions - thanks!
To tell you the truth, I was surprised that the number of libraries lending
genealogical materials was as large as it has already turned out to be. So,
hadn't planned on the sub-division yet. I will work on it over the next few
days.
Cyndi
At 12:00 PM 12/13/2001 -0600, you wrote:
>Hello Cyndi,
>
>Two suggestions:
>
>1. For this page and for your general Library & Archives page, organizing
>entries by state might be more helpful than alphabetically by title. It
>would be helpful when planning research trips or identifying potential
>libraries to write to for information.
>
>2. On the Lending page, you might include a brief explanation of why this
>is a separate category. I suspect people might find their way to this
>page and miss the larger list of libraries. Many institutions (such as

>ours) who do not loan materials do participate in the ILL system by
>providing photocopies.
>
>As always, the look is clean and well-presented. Thank you again for all
>that you do to help us keep up-to-date with online sources!
>
>Karen Stanley
>Clayton Library
>Center for Genealogical Research
>5300 Caroline Street
>Houston, TX 77004-6896
>ph 713-284-1999
>kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
>
>On Thu, 13 Dec 2001, Cyndi Howells wrote:
>
> > Hello all > >
> > I created a new category for links today. The page is still in the
> building
> > phase, so please let me know what I have missed so far.
> >
> >
Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
> >
http://www.CyndisList.com/lib-lending.htm
> >

From cyndihow at oz.net Fri Dec 14 00:23:05 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-31986-112176-2001.12.13-13.08.22--cyndihow#oz.net@li
sts.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYRIS-65101-112108-2001.12.13-05.41.44-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20011213161517.01fed880@pop3.norton.antivirus>
At 12:00 PM 12/13/2001 -0600, you wrote:
>1. For this page and for your general Library & Archives page, organizing
>entries by state might be more helpful than alphabetically by title. It
>would be helpful when planning research trips or identifying potential
>libraries to write to for information.
Karen and all I like the idea to sort the list because it is growing, but I'm rethinking
the idea of how it will be sorted. I'm not sure that a geographical sort is
the way to go. First, I already have all Libraries on Cyndi's List filed
both alphabetically (http://www.CyndisList.com/libes.htm) and
geographically under each county, state, province or country. Second, the
idea behind ILL is that it doesn't matter where a book or roll of microfilm
is located physically in order to borrow it.
I did think of geography, type of materials (microfilm, books) and I have
toyed with the idea of sorting by type of materials (census records, local
history) available for lending, but the indexing twists and turns with that
make me queasy. I ended up deciding on sorting it alphabetically, with
better spacing and formatting to make the list easier to read.

>you might include a brief explanation of why this
>is a separate category.
How does this sound?
In most libraries, genealogy reference materials are part of local history
or special collections. And most often, those materials are kept on the
premises so that they can only be used by people who physically visit the
library. Many libraries offer research help and photocopy services to help
people access their genealogy materials from a distance. In a few rare
instances, genealogists are lucky to have access to these types of
collections through interlibrary loan (ILL), rental or membership lending
services. The links on this page are designed to highlight facilities that
will give genealogists borrowing privileges in order to reap the benefits
of these collections from afar.
For a complete list of all libraries, see: Libraries,
Archives & Museums
Again - thanks to all of you for your feedback. I've received a lot of
great help from you today.
Cyndi

From jmtaylor at lva.lib.va.us Fri Dec 14 10:33:04 2001
From: jmtaylor at lva.lib.va.us (Jean Marie Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Virginia Death Records Indexing Project
Message-ID: <3B7104134F9BD311BEB80050041F8CE0015122E2@lva.lib.va.us>
Greetings - we have added more than 14,000 death record entries for Bath,
Botetourt and Bedford counties to the Death Records Indexing Project (DRIP)
database, increasing the total to 46,000 records.
There are now 667,000 Digital Library MARC records in 32 bibliographic
databases.
DRIP is a joint project sponsored by the Virginia Genealogical Society and
the Library. More than 60 volunteers, working in 15 states, are in the
process of indexing the microfilmed versions of the local death registers as
part of a long-term, state-wide project to provide better access to local
death records.
Each index entry provides the name of the deceased, the date of death,
information about slaves and slave owners if present, and the year and page
number of the register where the death is recorded. The online database is
fully keyword searchable and will eventually grow to more than 150,000
records.
Jean Marie Taylor is the Project Manager for DRIP.
for assisting with the record load.

Many thanks to Doc Frank

The next counties to be loaded will be:

Albemarle, Amherst and Appomattox.

The following counties have now been completed:
Alleghany County (1853-1896) (Reel 2)
Bath County (1853-1889) (Reel 3)
Bedford County (1853-1897) (Reel 4)
Botetourt County (1853-1896) (Reel 4)
Bristol (1889-1896) (Reel 31)
Charlottesville (1871-1896) (Reel 31)
Danville (1854-1882) (Reel 31)
Danville (1883-1896) (Reel 32)
Fauquier County (1853-1896) (Reel 10)
King George County (1853-1896) (Reel 16)
Loudoun County (1854-1896) (Reel 17)
Prince Edward County (1853-1861) (Reel 23)
Prince Edward County (1862-1896) (Reel 24)
Princess Anne County (1853-1896) (Reel 24)
Stafford County (1853-1875) (Reel 28)
Stafford County (1876-1896) (Reel 29)
Warren County (1853-1876) (Reel 29)
Warren County (1877-1896) (Reel 30)
Washington County (1853-1897) (Reel 30)
-Elizabeth Roderick
Director, Digital Library Program
The Library of Virginia
800 E. Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23218

email (eroderick@lva.lib.va.us)
voice (804) 692-3761
fax
(804) 692-3771

************************************************************
Jean Marie Taylor
Library of Virginia, Collection Management Services
Project Manager, Digital Library Program
(804) 692-3764 (voice)
(804) 692-3771 (fax)
jmtaylor@lva.lib.va.us
http://www.lva.lib.va.us

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Fri Dec 14 10:23:29 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Libraries with Soundex holdings
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0112141019530.845-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Received the following item of interest from a colleague:
(forwarded message follows)
This mention was in a weekly genealogy newsletter that I get-ROOTSWEB REVIEW: RootsWeb's Free Weekly E-zine
Vol. 4, No. 50, 12 December 2001, Circulation: 903,705+
......

CENSUS INDEXES REPORT. I recently conducted a nationwide search to
determine which repositories have a complete set of census
Soundex/Miracode indexes for 1880, 1900, 1910, and 1920. To my
surprise, only eight repositories reported having a complete set. They
are: The Library of Congress; the National Archives (including its
branches); the Family History Library of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City; the Allen County Public Library
in Fort Wayne, Indiana; the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County, Ohio; the Clayton Library branch of the Houston Public Library
in Houston, Texas; Heritage Quest of Bountiful, Utah, and the Sutro
Library branch of the California State Library in San Francisco,
California.
A ninth repository, the Western Reserve Historical Society Library in
Cleveland, Ohio, has a complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes
through 1900. It is attempting to complete its collection for 1910 and
1920, and has ordered the indexes soon to be available for 1930. To my
knowledge, no other repositories are even attempting to obtain a
complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes.
--Will Else will_else@compuserve.com
(end of forwarded message)
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004-6896
ph 713-284-1999
kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us

From munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG Fri Dec 14 10:56:19 2001
From: munroe at AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG (munroe@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Libraries with Soundex holdings
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-129858-112409-2001.12.14-11.30.50-munroe#axp.winnefox.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.PMDF.4.21L.0112141051120.632504-100000@AXP.WINNEFOX.ORG>
The Wisconsin Historical Society holds the full censuses, plus full
soundex for 1900 and 1920 and midwestern states for 1880. Considering
the limitations of the 1880 soundex and the fact that it is now available
electronically, that's a pretty good compromise. It's also a great place
for research in published books because the stacks are open and you don't
waste all day waiting for books to be fetched!
------------------------------------------------------------------------"Ignorance is not just bliss, it is also a lack of imagination."
Stephen P. Maran, Smithsonian, Sept. 1997
Mara Munroe
|
Email: munroe@winnefox.org
Oshkosh Public Library
|
Phone: (920)236-5219 x4814
Oshkosh, WI 54901-4985
|
Fax: (920)236-5227
_________________________________________________________________________

From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Fri Dec 14 11:04:06 2001
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-128102-112340-2001.12.14-02.25.03-bettybarcode#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20011214190406.29820.qmail@web12501.mail.yahoo.com>
--- Cyndi Howells <cyndihow@oz.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>

Second, the
idea behind ILL is that it doesn't matter where a book or roll
of microfilm
is located physically in order to borrow it.

Except that many local history/genealogical tiles sought by
genealogists are scarce by definition (typical press runs might
be only 100-500), so that the few libraries who do own are
reluctant to let a constantly consulted/irreplaceable book out
of the building.
If the patron has tried ILL and not found a library willing to
lend, he/she can at least request an OCLC printout of owning
libraries and see which ones are nearby and plan a visit
accordingly. Or hire a local researcher to examine the material.
Hence the value of the geographic arrangement.
Another value of the geographic arrangement is that so many
library names give no indication as to their location. There
are lots of "Jane Q. Prominent Citizen" Memorial Libraries, and
some of them don't even post their addresses prominently on
their website.
Keep up the good work!
-C.
=====
"My heart is moved by all I cannot save:
So much has been destroyed
I have to cast my lot with those
who, age after age, perversely, with no extraordinary
power, reconstitute the world." -Adrienne Rich
Cynthia Van Ness, bettybarcode@yahoo.com
http://cynthia.is-online.net
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Check out Yahoo! Shopping and Yahoo! Auctions for all of
your unique holiday gifts! Buy at http://shopping.yahoo.com
or bid at http://auctions.yahoo.com
From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Fri Dec 14 14:51:21 2001
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Photocopier purchases, 2001
Message-ID: <mailman.93.1067011651.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Fri Dec 14 15:07:11 2001
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Photocopier purchases, 2001
Message-ID: <mailman.94.1067011651.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
We are looking into replacing our aging photocopier. If any in the group
have purchased during 2001, I'm sure our Library would benefit from
knowing what's hot and what's not.
The 'What's Hot' 2001 Photocopier Survey
1. Make & model purchased
2. Makes & models considered (please limit to those who rec'd your Request
for Price Quotation or similar document)
3. Price - nearest round number is OK
4. Estimate copy volume per month on this machine
5. Would you recommend this copier? Yes/No
6. Your library's name & location
If there's interest, I'll post a summary.
Thanks.
Joyce
--Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Fri Dec 14 15:16:26 2001
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003

Subject: Libraries with Soundex holdings
Message-ID: <sc1a17ee.052@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Hi,
Mr. Will Else information is not complete because it failed to
mention the Library of Michigan. We have the complete U. S. Census
microfilms from 1790 to 1920 and all the microfilm indexes that goes
with it. Next year we will have the complete 1930 U. S. Census and the
soundexes for the twelve states that have them. We are beginning to
receive some of the book indexes for the 1910 Census that Heritage
Quest has just been publishing. For more about our genealogy collection
you can visit our web site at http://www.libraryofmichigan.org .
Have a happy holiday

Charles Hagler
Librarian
Department of History, Arts and Libraries
Michigan Library and Historical Center
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libraryofmichigan.org
>>> "Karen Stanley ; hstaff" <kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us> 12/14/01 11:23AM
>>>
Received the following item of interest from a colleague:
(forwarded message follows)
This mention was in a weekly genealogy newsletter that I get-ROOTSWEB REVIEW: RootsWeb's Free Weekly E-zine
Vol. 4, No. 50, 12 December 2001, Circulation: 903,705+
......
CENSUS INDEXES REPORT. I recently conducted a nationwide search to
determine which repositories have a complete set of census
Soundex/Miracode indexes for 1880, 1900, 1910, and 1920. To my
surprise, only eight repositories reported having a complete set. They
are: The Library of Congress; the National Archives (including its
branches); the Family History Library of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City; the Allen County Public Library
in Fort Wayne, Indiana; the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County, Ohio; the Clayton Library branch of the Houston Public Library
in Houston, Texas; Heritage Quest of Bountiful, Utah, and the Sutro
Library branch of the California State Library in San Francisco,
California.
A ninth repository, the Western Reserve Historical Society Library in
Cleveland, Ohio, has a complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes
through 1900. It is attempting to complete its collection for 1910 and
1920, and has ordered the indexes soon to be available for 1930. To my
knowledge, no other repositories are even attempting to obtain a
complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes.
--Will Else will_else@compuserve.com

(end of forwarded message)
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004-6896
ph 713-284-1999
kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
krzepczynski@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20011214/
b864221e/attachment.htm
From donna.dinberg at nlc-bnc.ca Fri Dec 14 15:18:43 2001
From: donna.dinberg at nlc-bnc.ca (Dinberg Donna)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Genealogy Lending Libraries & Archives
Message-ID: <890459A65CB1D2119FC00008C7BAC619028CD1A6@exchange2>
Just a comment on sorting ILL libraries geographically:
A frequent "requirement" of ILL and document delivery is "get it fast, get
it cheap". Getting it fast usually means trying to get it close, first off.
A geographic arrangement assists in that. It's true that where the item
comes from doesn't usually matter to the user; but how quickly the user can
obtain the needed item might make a difference. For "fast", some users have
even been known to pay!
Cyndi, thanks for giving ILL and lending libraries some press in your pages!
Donna Dinberg
Systems Librarian/Analyst
Government On-Line Task Force
National Library of Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
E-mail: donna.dinberg@nlc-bnc.ca
and
Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa (Canada)
<This message reflects neither the policies nor the opinions of my employer.
Usual disclaimers apply.>

From TomK at HeritageQuest.com Fri Dec 14 17:31:22 2001
From: TomK at HeritageQuest.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: This week's Local History & Genealogy Librarian posted to the web
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F16E5FAD@hq-zephyr.agll.com>

This week's issue of the Local History & Genealogy Librarian has been posted
to the web:
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_011211.html
IN THIS ISSUE:
* New Journal: New Jersey Heritage
* HeritageQuest Adds More State Census Titles
* LHGL News
* Worth Reading: "They Went West: Story of Blacks in the West"
* New Resource: Michigan: Branch County Death Index
* Reserve your copy of the 1930 U.S. Federal Census on microfilm and get a
25% discount.
* Local History & Genealogy Librarian Calendar
* MPLA Organizes Genealogy & Local History Section with 31 Charter Members
* New Volume in Dictionary of Virginia Biography Released
* How your library can request trial access to HeritageQuest Online (tm) -Online Census Records, Local and Family History
To see the LHGL Archives or to sub (free) see:
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_011211.html
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Dec 15 16:57:22 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: 215,000 obits indexed!
References: <LYRIS-65145-110077-2001.12.04-14.49.26-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3C1BC742.E07F0370@tampabay.rr.com>
What is the url for the index please?
Sharon Centanne
Becky Hill wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Online genealogy gets a boost from Hayes Presidential Center
FREMONT, OHIO - The search for missing branches in your family
tree is quicker than ever thanks to the Hayes Presidential Center. The
addition of an advanced search engine to the Center's online "Obituary
Index" (www.rbhayes.org/index) makes finding information about ancestors
from Northwest Ohio as simple as hitting a few keys on a computer
keyboard.
The Hayes Presidential Center partnered with Networld Online of
Fremont to make the "Obituary Index" available on the Internet. The
genealogical resource is an index to published obituary notices for more
than 215,000 individuals with connections to Sandusky, Erie and Seneca
counties.
Now, the Index has been enhanced with an advanced search option.
The new feature increases the likelihood of finding an ancestor by
permitting searches by maiden name, alternative spellings, or by year.
The index also covers related information such as probate records,
organizational memberships, and, in some cases, marriages. Genealogists
already are
reaping the benefits of the addition.
"Congratulations. You've taken this from being a great tool to
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an absolutely super one," wrote a recent "Obituary Index" user from
Michigan.
"What a wonderful source of information your service is. I hope
other family genealogists take advantage, as it can open the door to a
wealth of family history," said a Canadian user.
Under contract with the Hayes Presidential Center, Networld also
created a shopping cart for the database. This makes it possible for
genealogists to order and pay online for copies of full, published
versions of obituaries. The charge is $2.50 per copy. Previously,
out-of-town residents had to send obituary requests and payments by
mail. The shopping cart and secure website make the entire procedure
possible via the Internet.
The "Obituary Index" continues to grow and become more regional.
The Tiffin-Seneca County Public Library is in the process of adding its
database of 100,000 obituaries to it. The beginnings of this project was
made possible by a grant of $5000 from the Seneca County Genealogical
Society, Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society
For more information on the "Obituary Index" call Becky Hill at
419-332-2081. Researchers also are welcome to visit the Library 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Saturday. Admission is free. The Rutherford B. Hayes
Presidential Center includes the Library, the Museum and the
President's home and is located in Spiegel Grove. The main entrance is
at the corner of Hayes and Buckland avenues. The facility is one of 62
sites affiliated with the Ohio Historical Society.
-Rebecca Hill
Co-Head Librarian
Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
e-mail: bhill@rbhayes.org
phone: 419-332-2081, ext. 31
fax: 419-332-4952
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
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From brotherjohn at imt.net Sun Dec 16 09:27:23 2001
From: brotherjohn at imt.net (A. John Birkholz)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
References: <LYRIS-125736-108944-2001.11.30-13.47.26-brotherjohn#imt.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000201c1864e$e8d615c0$323f0ecf@ajb>
Good morning Rosemary,
----- Original Message ----Sent: Friday, November 30, 2001 11:42 AM

A patron showed me a 1910 soundex with the letters PRWR
typed after the word Germany. What does this mean?
On the census itself, only Germany appears for birthplace.
Rosemary Raeske
Champaign County Historical Archives
----end of original message-----After witnessing answers in some of the genealogy forums a few years
ago that could not be accurate, given that the only source of
information the indexers had was the population census schedules, I
went on a rather extensive hunt to find a definitive answer for
myself.
I have concluded that the population Miracode(Microfilm Information
Retrieval Access CODE) acronym/abbreviation/code* _ GRMY PRWR _, has
no valuable meaning for genealogists. I believe that the code was a
limited, early attempt to machine sort some of the listings.
*Hereafter in this message referred to only as code.
Although the code is often reported as being found on the (population)
Soundexes, I have yet to find one on them. Every listing or reference
to the code_ GRMY PRWR _, including _ RSA PRWR (PR WR) _ following
some Russian nativities and _ PW _ following some East European
nativities that I have seen or have had others recheck, has been on
the 1910 population Miracode microfilms.
Be advised also that of the population census indexes available to us
now (I am anxious to see what the 1930 population indexes reveal), the
1910 population Miracode was not prepared by the WPA as the other
population Soundexes were, but by the Personal Census Search branch of
the Census Bureau (now the Age Search Group) in 1962 in Pittsburgh,
Kansas (now in Jeffersonville, Indiana). As to the source of the 1910
population Soundex, there seems to be a difference of opinion, so I
cannot categorically post that detail.
for now,
A. John Birkholz
brotherjohn@imt.net
963 McIver Road
Great Falls, MT
59404
A researcher and librarian - Great Falls Genealogy Society

From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Mon Dec 17 08:40:34 2001
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Libraries with Soundex holdings
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6400-112409-2001.12.14-11.30.50-GE_LIBRARIAN#MCPL.LIB.MO.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20011217143952078.AAA193.172@mail.mcpl.lib.mo.us>
<color><param>0100,0100,0100</param>Mid-Continent Public Library also has the
complete census. If all of

you recall, a list was posted several years ago on Genealib of
library census holdings.

</color>Date sent:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>Fri, 14 Dec 2001
10:23:29 -0600 (CST)</color>
From:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Karen Stanley ; hstaff"
<<kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us></color>
To:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Librarians Serving
Genealogists" <<genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu></color>
<bold>Subject:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>[genealib] Libraries
with Soundex holdings</bold></color>
Send reply to:
<color><param>0000,0000,8000</param>"Karen Stanley ; hstaff"
<<kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us></color>
<underline><color><param>0000,8000,0000</param>[ Double-click this line for list
subscription options ]</underline></color>
Received the following item of interest from a colleague:
(forwarded message follows)
This mention was in a weekly genealogy newsletter that I get-ROOTSWEB REVIEW: RootsWeb's Free Weekly E-zine
Vol. 4, No. 50, 12 December 2001, Circulation: 903,705+
......
CENSUS INDEXES REPORT. I recently conducted a nationwide search to
determine which repositories have a complete set of census
Soundex/Miracode indexes for 1880, 1900, 1910, and 1920. To my
surprise, only eight repositories reported having a complete set. They
are: The Library of Congress; the National Archives (including its
branches); the Family History Library of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City; the Allen County Public Library
in Fort Wayne, Indiana; the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton
County, Ohio; the Clayton Library branch of the Houston Public Library
in Houston, Texas; Heritage Quest of Bountiful, Utah, and the Sutro

Library branch of the California State Library in San Francisco,
California.
A ninth repository, the Western Reserve Historical Society Library in
Cleveland, Ohio, has a complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes
through 1900. It is attempting to complete its collection for 1910 and
1920, and has ordered the indexes soon to be available for 1930. To my
knowledge, no other repositories are even attempting to obtain a
complete set of census Soundex/Miracode indexes.
--Will Else will_else@compuserve.com
(end of forwarded message)
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004-6896
ph 713-284-1999
kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: GE_LIBRARIAN@MCPL.LIB.MO.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
<nofill>
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From bhill at rbhayes.org Mon Dec 17 09:59:29 2001
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: 215,000 obits indexed!
References: <LYRIS-65145-110077-2001.12.04-14.49.26-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu> <3C1BC742.E07F0370@tampabay.rr.com>

Message-ID: <3C1E0851.4EA9A14@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org/index
Sharon wrote:
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What is the url for the index please?
Sharon Centanne
Becky Hill wrote:
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Online genealogy gets a boost from Hayes Presidential Center
FREMONT, OHIO - The search for missing branches in your family
tree is quicker than ever thanks to the Hayes Presidential Center. The
addition of an advanced search engine to the Center's online "Obituary
Index" (www.rbhayes.org/index) makes finding information about ancestors
from Northwest Ohio as simple as hitting a few keys on a computer
keyboard.
The Hayes Presidential Center partnered with Networld Online of
Fremont to make the "Obituary Index" available on the Internet. The
genealogical resource is an index to published obituary notices for more
than 215,000 individuals with connections to Sandusky, Erie and Seneca
counties.
Now, the Index has been enhanced with an advanced search option.
The new feature increases the likelihood of finding an ancestor by
permitting searches by maiden name, alternative spellings, or by year.
The index also covers related information such as probate records,
organizational memberships, and, in some cases, marriages. Genealogists
already are
reaping the benefits of the addition.
"Congratulations. You've taken this from being a great tool to
an absolutely super one," wrote a recent "Obituary Index" user from
Michigan.
"What a wonderful source of information your service is. I hope
other family genealogists take advantage, as it can open the door to a
wealth of family history," said a Canadian user.
Under contract with the Hayes Presidential Center, Networld also
created a shopping cart for the database. This makes it possible for
genealogists to order and pay online for copies of full, published
versions of obituaries. The charge is $2.50 per copy. Previously,
out-of-town residents had to send obituary requests and payments by
mail. The shopping cart and secure website make the entire procedure
possible via the Internet.
The "Obituary Index" continues to grow and become more regional.
The Tiffin-Seneca County Public Library is in the process of adding its
database of 100,000 obituaries to it. The beginnings of this project was
made possible by a grant of $5000 from the Seneca County Genealogical
Society, Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society
For more information on the "Obituary Index" call Becky Hill at
419-332-2081. Researchers also are welcome to visit the Library 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Saturday. Admission is free. The Rutherford B. Hayes
Presidential Center includes the Library, the Museum and the
President's home and is located in Spiegel Grove. The main entrance is
at the corner of Hayes and Buckland avenues. The facility is one of 62
sites affiliated with the Ohio Historical Society.
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-Rebecca Hill
Co-Head Librarian
Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
e-mail: bhill@rbhayes.org
phone: 419-332-2081, ext. 31
fax: 419-332-4952

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Dec 17 13:26:27 2001
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
Message-ID: <A1E6DB01BDA4D211AD8D00A02490F3AA01A0D136@chinn1.co.princewilliam.va.us>
Couldn't the abbreviation "GRMY PR WR" and "RSA PR WAR" stand for "Germany Pre War" and "Russia - Pre War"? The maps of Germany and Russia changed
drastically at the end of World War I. People who specified those countries
as their birthplaces in 1910 might have been from any place within those
pre-war boundaries. By the 1930s when the indexing was being done, the
indexers were conscious of the numerous changes and were only clarifying for
the users that the place name did not reflect the current boundaries of
Germany or Russia.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, VA 20109-2892
(703) 792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
-----Original Message----From: A. John Birkholz [mailto:brotherjohn@imt.net]
Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2001 11:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
Good morning Rosemary,
----- Original Message ----Sent: Friday, November 30, 2001 11:42 AM
A patron showed me a 1910 soundex with the letters PRWR
typed after the word Germany. What does this mean?
On the census itself, only Germany appears for birthplace.
Rosemary Raeske

Champaign County Historical Archives
----end of original message-----After witnessing answers in some of the genealogy forums a few years
ago that could not be accurate, given that the only source of
information the indexers had was the population census schedules, I
went on a rather extensive hunt to find a definitive answer for
myself.
I have concluded that the population Miracode(Microfilm Information
Retrieval Access CODE) acronym/abbreviation/code* _ GRMY PRWR _, has
no valuable meaning for genealogists. I believe that the code was a
limited, early attempt to machine sort some of the listings.
*Hereafter in this message referred to only as code.
Although the code is often reported as being found on the (population)
Soundexes, I have yet to find one on them. Every listing or reference
to the code_ GRMY PRWR _, including _ RSA PRWR (PR WR) _ following
some Russian nativities and _ PW _ following some East European
nativities that I have seen or have had others recheck, has been on
the 1910 population Miracode microfilms.
Be advised also that of the population census indexes available to us
now (I am anxious to see what the 1930 population indexes reveal), the
1910 population Miracode was not prepared by the WPA as the other
population Soundexes were, but by the Personal Census Search branch of
the Census Bureau (now the Age Search Group) in 1962 in Pittsburgh,
Kansas (now in Jeffersonville, Indiana). As to the source of the 1910
population Soundex, there seems to be a difference of opinion, so I
cannot categorically post that detail.
for now,
A. John Birkholz
brotherjohn@imt.net
963 McIver Road
Great Falls, MT
59404
A researcher and librarian - Great Falls Genealogy Society

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: dlwilson@pwcgov.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Mon Dec 17 13:54:48 2001
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:31 2003
Subject: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
Message-ID: <sc1df94a.042@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Hi Donald,
The 1910 Soundex where done in 1962, not the 1930's. Ask yourself
why would the indexers have a need to put PRWR? Did they do that with
all the Germans, Russians, Austrians born on the census?
Charles

Charles Hagler
Librarian
Department of History, Arts and Libraries
Michigan Library and Historical Center
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libraryofmichigan.org

>>> "Wilson, Donald L" <dlwilson@pwcgov.org> 12/17/01 01:26PM >>>
Couldn't the abbreviation "GRMY PR WR" and "RSA PR WAR" stand for
"Germany Pre War" and "Russia - Pre War"? The maps of Germany and Russia changed
drastically at the end of World War I. People who specified those
countries
as their birthplaces in 1910 might have been from any place within those
pre-war boundaries. By the 1930s when the indexing was being done, the
indexers were conscious of the numerous changes and were only clarifying
for
the users that the place name did not reflect the current boundaries of
Germany or Russia.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, VA 20109-2892
(703) 792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic
-----Original Message----From: A. John Birkholz [mailto:brotherjohn@imt.net]
Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2001 11:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
Good morning Rosemary,
----- Original Message ----Sent: Friday, November 30, 2001 11:42 AM
A patron showed me a 1910 soundex with the letters PRWR
typed after the word Germany. What does this mean?
On the census itself, only Germany appears for birthplace.
Rosemary Raeske
Champaign County Historical Archives
----end of original message------

After witnessing answers in some of the genealogy forums a few years
ago that could not be accurate, given that the only source of
information the indexers had was the population census schedules, I
went on a rather extensive hunt to find a definitive answer for
myself.
I have concluded that the population Miracode(Microfilm Information
Retrieval Access CODE) acronym/abbreviation/code* _ GRMY PRWR _, has
no valuable meaning for genealogists. I believe that the code was a
limited, early attempt to machine sort some of the listings.
*Hereafter in this message referred to only as code.
Although the code is often reported as being found on the (population)
Soundexes, I have yet to find one on them. Every listing or reference
to the code_ GRMY PRWR _, including _ RSA PRWR (PR WR) _ following
some Russian nativities and _ PW _ following some East European
nativities that I have seen or have had others recheck, has been on
the 1910 population Miracode microfilms.
Be advised also that of the population census indexes available to us
now (I am anxious to see what the 1930 population indexes reveal), the
1910 population Miracode was not prepared by the WPA as the other
population Soundexes were, but by the Personal Census Search branch of
the Census Bureau (now the Age Search Group) in 1962 in Pittsburgh,
Kansas (now in Jeffersonville, Indiana). As to the source of the 1910
population Soundex, there seems to be a difference of opinion, so I
cannot categorically post that detail.
for now,
A. John Birkholz
brotherjohn@imt.net
963 McIver Road
Great Falls, MT
59404
A researcher and librarian - Great Falls Genealogy Society

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: dlwilson@pwcgov.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20011217/
be5e14b8/attachment.htm
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Dec 17 14:56:44 2001
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: CT State Library Closed Dec. 24
Message-ID: <sc1e07f8.011@ns2.cslib.org>

In accordance with the following fax from the Governor's office, the
Connecticut State Library will be CLOSED NEXT MONDAY, Dec. 24, 2001. We
WILL BE OPEN this Saturday, Dec. 22 from 9:00-2:00 (normal Saturday
hours). Please spread the word to members/patrons/colleagues who may be
contemplating visiting the Library.
-----------------------------------------------------EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 23
WHEREAS, the terrorist attacks of September 11th have so deeply
affected all Connecticut citizens;
WHEREAS, in this time of war and mourning it is particularly important
to spend time with friends and family;
WHEREAS, many Connecticut state employees will be traveling long
distances to spend the holiday season with loved ones; and,
WHEREAS, on December 5, 2001, President George W. Bush ordered all
federal offices closed on December 24, 2001,
NOW THEREFORE, I, John G. Rowland, Governor of the State of Connecticut
by the authority vested in me by section 1-4 of the Connecticut General
Statutes and the Constitution of the State of Connecticut do hereby
declare all state offices closed on December 24, 2001 and the day
considered to be a state holiday and a day of Thanksgiving to honor the
importance of loved ones during these difficult times.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6521
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From wyz004 at mail.connect.more.net Mon Dec 17 17:54:58 2001
From: wyz004 at mail.connect.more.net (Cindy Hayes)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: publishers
Message-ID: <018d01c18756$3c4497b0$c30a0a0a@NorthwestMgr>
We've been approached by Arcadia Publishing. They'd like to work in conjunction
with our genealogical society to create a book.
Has anyone dealt with this company before? If so, would you do it again? I'd like
to get a feel for how much work would be involved before we make a commitment.
Thanks,
Cindy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Cindy Hayes
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
3033 High Ridge Blvd.
High Ridge, MO 63049
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20011217/098e6fb9/
attachment.htm
From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Mon Dec 17 19:47:07 2001
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: publishers
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6320-113013-2001.12.17-18.57.04-MM0028#MAIL.PRATT.LIB.MD.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10112171946020.29290-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Hi Cindy, I have not worked with Arcadia, but a professional friend of
mine has. I would be happy to give you his name if you would like to
contact him. Mary M.
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org

From rraesk at ltnet.ltls.org Tue Dec 18 11:27:55 2001
From: rraesk at ltnet.ltls.org (Rosemary A. Raeske)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: Abbreviations in 1910 soundex
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-9472-112768-2001.12.16-11.34.43-rraesk#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1011218112551.12443A-100000@ltnet.ltls.org>
Thanks for the answer.

I believe that code can be very misleading.

Rosemary Raeske
On Sun, 16 Dec 2001, A. John Birkholz wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good morning Rosemary,
----- Original Message ----Sent: Friday, November 30, 2001 11:42 AM
A patron showed me a 1910 soundex with the letters PRWR
typed after the word Germany. What does this mean?
On the census itself, only Germany appears for birthplace.
Rosemary Raeske
Champaign County Historical Archives
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----end of original message-----After witnessing answers in some of the genealogy forums a few years
ago that could not be accurate, given that the only source of
information the indexers had was the population census schedules, I
went on a rather extensive hunt to find a definitive answer for
myself.
I have concluded that the population Miracode(Microfilm Information
Retrieval Access CODE) acronym/abbreviation/code* _ GRMY PRWR _, has
no valuable meaning for genealogists. I believe that the code was a
limited, early attempt to machine sort some of the listings.
*Hereafter in this message referred to only as code.
Although the code is often reported as being found on the (population)
Soundexes, I have yet to find one on them. Every listing or reference
to the code_ GRMY PRWR _, including _ RSA PRWR (PR WR) _ following
some Russian nativities and _ PW _ following some East European
nativities that I have seen or have had others recheck, has been on
the 1910 population Miracode microfilms.
Be advised also that of the population census indexes available to us
now (I am anxious to see what the 1930 population indexes reveal), the
1910 population Miracode was not prepared by the WPA as the other
population Soundexes were, but by the Personal Census Search branch of
the Census Bureau (now the Age Search Group) in 1962 in Pittsburgh,
Kansas (now in Jeffersonville, Indiana). As to the source of the 1910
population Soundex, there seems to be a difference of opinion, so I
cannot categorically post that detail.
for now,
A. John Birkholz
brotherjohn@imt.net
963 McIver Road
Great Falls, MT
59404
A researcher and librarian - Great Falls Genealogy Society

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: rraesk@LTnet.ltls.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From Alison.Purgiel at mnhs.org Tue Dec 18 16:14:39 2001
From: Alison.Purgiel at mnhs.org (Purgiel, Alison)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
Message-ID: <8DFE59EC652CD51194C60008C75F8C973497DD@mnhs01.mnhs.org>
Hello, all. Is anyone aware of a reason why the US' Bureau of Land
Management's web site would be down for an extended period of time? We have
the Federal Patent Search page cataloged with a link in our online catalog,
and were alerted by our catalog administrator on December 6 that the link
was down. I did a search on Google today and all it provided was the same

URL to the "not working" site. Anybody know anything? Thanks in advance for
your help! (Oops--the non-functioning URL is www.blm.gov/ FYI)
Alison Purgiel
Reference Associate
Minnesota Historical Society Library
345 Kellogg Boulevard West
St. Paul, MN 55102-1906
Telephone: 651-297-7437
E-mail: alison.purgiel@mnhs.org

From CarterG at cl.uh.edu Tue Dec 18 16:35:57 2001
From: CarterG at cl.uh.edu (Carter, Gay)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
Message-ID: <A17A313F73F4D31196B400D0B74421AE01152081@B3308-EAM-30417.cl.uh.edu>
Alison and others on Genealib,
There has been a lot of discussion on GOVDOC-L (a list for government
documents librarians) about the Interior Department web site shut-down.
Below I have appended the first message that came through about it. Since
this message was posted, the USGS site has come back, but I'm still not able
to reach either BLM or the National Park Service.
I guess most of us were waiting to see if it would all blow over (as things
like this so often have in the past), but it's now going on 2 weeks. Wish I
could think of something productive to do about it! Several of the main
databases that we use for genealogical research are being affected, most
notably the GLO land patents and the NPS Civil War Soldiers and Sailors
databases. I can't believe that access to these sites would compromise the
Indian trust funds.
The following will at least tell what happened.
Gay E. Carter
Reference/Documents Librarian
Alfred R. Neumann Library, University of Houston-Clear Lake
2700 Bay Area Blvd., Houston, TX 77058
PH: 281-283-3914 FAX: 281-283-3937
CarterG@CL.UH.EDU
-----Original Message----From: Ssdb Admin [SMTP:ss3@weber.ucsd.edu]
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2001 12:55 PM
To:
GOVDOC-L@LISTS.PSU.EDU
Subject:
Court Orders Interior Dept. Computers Off The Net
fyi...
An item in NewsBytes (07 Dec 2001) reports that " A large swath of the
computer network serving the U.S. Interior Department remains
disconnected from the Internet today following a judge's order
demanding emergency security measures to protect systems that are
supposed to be managing a multi-million-dollar trust fund for native

Americans."
According to the article the department's main site (www.doi.gov)
remained offline on Wednesday morning.
also unreachable:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (www.fws.gov)
U.S. Geological Survey (www.usgs.gov)
Bureau of Land Management (www.blm.gov)
Minerals Management Service (www.mms.gov)
Office of Surface Mining (www.osmre.gov)
National Business Center (www.nbc.gov)
The article:
http://www.newsbytes.com/news/01/172791.html
Court Orders Interior Dept. Computers Off The Net
By Steven Bonisteel, Newsbytes
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S.A.,
More information on the case can be found here:
http://www.indiantrust.org .
--Jim Jacobs, Data Services Librarian
University of California, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive
Library 0175-R
La Jolla, CA 92093-0175

voice: (858) 534-1262
FAX: (858) 534-7548
jajacobs@ucsd.edu

From scp_sulli at sals.edu Tue Dec 18 17:35:47 2001
From: scp_sulli at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
Message-ID: <011218173547.4c683@sals.edu>
>Hello, all. Is anyone aware of a reason why the US' Bureau of Land
>Management's web site would be down for an extended period of time? We have
>the Federal Patent Search page cataloged with a link in our online catalog,
>and were alerted by our catalog administrator on December 6 that the link
>was down. I did a search on Google today and all it provided was the same
>URL to the "not working" site. Anybody know anything? Thanks in advance for
>your help! (Oops--the non-functioning URL is www.blm.gov/ FYI)
The BLM, along with all other Department of the Interior sites, has been shut
down due to a court decision in a long-running lawsuit.
<http://www.cnn.com/2001/TECH/internet/12/11/interior.reut/index.html>
<http://www.wired.com/news/politics/0,1283,48980,00.html>
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)
Schenectady Digital History Archive
From heidid at wichita.lib.ks.us

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org
http://www.schenectadyhistory.org

Tue Dec 18 16:36:58 2001

From: heidid at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-129683-113210-2001.12.18-17.23.27--heidid#wichita.li
b.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20011218163513.00a0a940@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
Several major federal web sites including BLM have been down for about a
week, as a result of weaknesses in the American Indian fund database.
Here's a story about it:
http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/stories/news/0,4586,5100521,00.html
Heidi Dressler
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library

From michelle at krl.org Tue Dec 18 14:36:58 2001
From: michelle at krl.org (Michelle Martin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-131815-113210-2001.12.18-17.23.27-michelle#krl.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.21.0112181435010.1573-100000@linknet.kitsap.lib.wa.us>
If you go to the Department of the Interior Website, www.doi.gov, you will
get an explanation. They have been issued a court order to close down all
their Web sites, as of 12/5/01. I hope they return in tact!
------------------------------------------------------Michelle Martin
Reference Librarian
Phone
360-405-9115
Kitsap Regional Library
Fax
360-405-9128
1301 Sylvan Way
TollFree 877-883-9900
Bremerton, WA 98310
www.krl.org/reference
------------------------------------------------------Outside ideas of right doing and wrong doing there is
a field. I'll meet you there. -- Rumi

On Tue, 18 Dec 2001, Purgiel, Alison wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello, all. Is anyone aware of a reason why the US' Bureau of Land
Management's web site would be down for an extended period of time? We have
the Federal Patent Search page cataloged with a link in our online catalog,
and were alerted by our catalog administrator on December 6 that the link
was down. I did a search on Google today and all it provided was the same
URL to the "not working" site. Anybody know anything? Thanks in advance for
your help! (Oops--the non-functioning URL is www.blm.gov/ FYI)
Alison Purgiel
Reference Associate
Minnesota Historical Society Library
345 Kellogg Boulevard West
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St. Paul, MN 55102-1906
Telephone: 651-297-7437
E-mail: alison.purgiel@mnhs.org
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: michelle@krl.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From ajelen at wfpl.net Tue Dec 18 16:49:03 2001
From: ajelen at wfpl.net (Andrew Jelen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem ?
Message-ID: <3C1FC7DF.C41023FC@wfpl.net>
List,
I would recommend visiting the Dept. of the Interior's front page for
some answers to why the BLM site is gone. The address is
http://www.doi.gov.
Andrew Jelen
Andrew C. Jelen
Genealogy Librarian
Wichita Falls Public Library
600 11th St
Wichita Falls, Texas
email: ajelen@wfpl.net

From ajelen at wfpl.net Wed Dec 19 16:28:31 2001
From: ajelen at wfpl.net (Andrew Jelen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: self-publishing workshop
Message-ID: <3C21148F.E42D78F9@wfpl.net>
List,
I'm considering holding a self-publishing "workshop" and inviting local,
self-published authors to discuss their experiences (problems,
successes, wisdom, etc.). Most of these authors have published
genealogical works, and I envision that many people in the audience will
be genealogists. Has anyone on the list held such a "roundtable"? How
many authors did you have? Did you invite reps. from any
self-publishing houses? Were there any problems? Did it seem like a
worthwhile endeavor afterwards?
Respond to the list or to my email address above.
Andrew
Andrew Jelen, Genealogy Librarian
Wichita Falls Public Library
Wichita Falls, Texas

From sapley at fortworthlibrary.org Thu Dec 20 13:44:32 2001
From: sapley at fortworthlibrary.org (Shirley Apley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: And a good time was had by all....
Message-ID: <mailman.95.1067011652.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
On December 14th the Fort Worth Public Library's Genealogy Unit hosted a
"Librarians Serving Genealogists" luncheon. Invitations were sent to all
organizations who work with genealogist (libraries, archives, historical
commissions, family history centers, etc) from the Dallas/Fort Worth
metroplex. Sixteen people were in attendance to hear our guest
speaker,Meg Hacker, from the Southwest Branch of the National Archives,
presentation on the 1930 Census.
It was a good opportunity for us to network with various organizations,
voice our concerns, share ideas, discover new resources and support a
fellow professional. We ended the day with promises of getting together
again in future. And, perhaps organizing a round table for the Texas
Library Association.
If you have the opportunity to gather area organizations who serve
genealogist I highly recommend it. It was a positive experience and gave
us a renewed faith in our mission to serve genealogists. If anyone would
like a listing of those in attendance please feel free to email me for the
list.
Happy Holidays All Ya'all!

From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Dec 21 15:18:05 2001
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: This week's Local History & Genealogy Librarian
Message-ID: <127.93ed4ef.2954f2fd@aol.com>
Local History & Genealogy Librarian
This week's issue posted to web.
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_011218.html
IN THIS ISSUE:
* National Archives Plans Events for Apri1 1, 2002 release of 1930 Census
* Ohio Death Certificate Index 1908-1944
* LHGL News
* National Archives Posts List of 1930 +/- City Directories
* HeritageQuest Posts List of 1930 +/- City Directories
* Reserve your copy of the 1930 U.S. Federal Census on microfilm
* Local History & Genealogy Librarian Calendar
* How your library can request trial access to HeritageQuest Online (tm)
-- Online Census Records, Local and Family History
To subscribe see:
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_011218.html
=============+++++++++++++==============+++++++++++++

From ckluskens at yahoo.com Fri Dec 21 21:56:13 2001
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: 1930 Census - NARA updates webpage
Message-ID: <p05100300b849a4dac246@[66.44.69.182]>
Hi everyone,
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) has updated
its "1930 Federal Population Census" webpage at
<http://www/nara.gov/genealogy/1930cen.html>. Among other things, it
includes a new Part 5, "Tutorial--Start Your 1930 Census Research
Now!" to help people get their information organized so they can be
truly ready to see the microfilm beginning April 1. This page will
continue to be updated frequently as April 1 approaches.
Claire Kluskens
NARA
Washington, DC
NARA "owner" of

"1930 Federal Population Census" webpage

-From cyndihow at oz.net Sat Dec 22 01:12:33 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: BLM web site problem?
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-31986-113210-2001.12.18-17.23.27--cyndihow#oz.net@li
sts.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.2.20011222010944.026a6e30@pop3.norton.antivirus>
At 04:14 PM 12/18/2001 -0600, Purgiel, Alison wrote:
>Hello, all. Is anyone aware of a reason why the US' Bureau of Land
>Management's web site would be down for an extended period of time?
Alison & all BLM is offline on purpose. Here is what a friend posted on another mailing
list:
>According to the New York Times and Washington Post articles, the reason for
>shutting down the entire site was that an outside investigator was able to
>hack into the agency's accounting system and manipulate the numbers in the
>Trust Fund's accounts. The concern for security was such that they shut it
>down entirely. I called BLM a few days ago about it and they said they hoped
>it would be up in "short order."
And here is what another person sent me:
>They yanked all Dept. of Interior sites offline and shut down all DoI
>internet access as an over-reaction to comply with a judge's order to
>protect finanaical information of American Indian funds. They weren't
>hacked this time.

Here are some online articles about this:
CNN.com - Interior Department shuts Net to shield from hack - December 9, 2001
http://www.cnn.com/2001/TECH/internet/12/09/interior.internet.ap/
Interior Department pulls entire site offline - Tech News - CNET.com
http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1005-200-8132957.html?tag=lh
Interior Department shuts down Web site
http://www.zdnet.com/zdnn/stories/news/0,4586,5100521,00.html
Interior Dept. Sites Still Down
http://www.wired.com/news/politics/0,1283,48980,00.html
U.S. Department of Interior
http://www.doi.gov/
Happy holidays to you,
Cyndi

From suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us Sat Dec 22 12:53:10 2001
From: suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us (suzanne.levy@co.fairfax.va.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: AncestryPlus
Message-ID: <890030663D28D411926F00D0B76959880280501A@ffxex09.co.fairfax.va.us>
I don't know what is going on with AncestryPlus. We thought our subscription
covered everything. But then we discovered that the UK/Ireland database was
not a part of our subscription. Now we are getting more and more update
messages. Today we are being asked to update for a US Data Subscription to
access land and pension information. My staff tells me this has been going
on for the last few days. In addition many of these databases are
inaccessible half the time. My patron this morning spent an hour on Ancestry
Plus and got three hits. She kept getting messages that the data was
unavailable. Since we have announced to the local genealogy world that
Ancestry is available in the libraries people are coming in droves. They are
leaving extremely disappointed, not to mention downright annoyed. It is
difficult for our staff to explain to them what is going on because we are
clueless. In addition when you click on references and constantly get an
error page it adds to the stress and is taking up a lot more staff time to
troubleshoot.
I wonder just what is being offered through the Gale Group subscription and
how many times we can be asked to update in a given budget year. I am
interested in the experience of other libraries and look forward to hearing
from you just what you have been told.
Thanks and happy holidays.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
From Christopher.Wilkinson at cityofdenton.com Mon Dec 31 14:09:30 2001
From: Christopher.Wilkinson at cityofdenton.com (Christopher Wilkinson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: Scottish Abreviations
Message-ID: <sc3071bf.006@mail.CITYOFDENTON.COM>

In the course of using a book titled: 'Scots Kith and Kin' a patron came
across an abreviation that was not annotated in the books introduction.
The abreviation was simply 'Do." -- it followed certain surnames with no
other information provided. Any help would be appraciated...Thanks!
C. Erik Wilkinson
Adult Services Librarian-Reference
Denton Public Library (Texas)
940-349-7740
cewilkin@cityofdenton.com
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
From scp_sulli at sals.edu Mon Dec 31 15:19:41 2001
From: scp_sulli at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:32 2003
Subject: Scottish Abreviations
Message-ID: <011231151941.51da5@sals.edu>
>In the course of using a book titled: 'Scots Kith and Kin' a patron came
>across an abreviation that was not annotated in the books introduction.
>The abreviation was simply 'Do." -- it followed certain surnames with no
>other information provided. Any help would be appraciated...Thanks!
That would probably be ditto.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)
Schenectady Digital History Archive

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org
http://www.schenectadyhistory.org

